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Abstract—BGP is the global networking protocol for the Internet today. It is a critical component in the Internet architecture, but despite its importance has several known weaknesses and vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities, when exploited (accidentally or maliciously), manifest as reachability problems in the Internet. Large-scale events in recent history include the accidental global hijack of YouTube and the disruption of Internet access in Australia in 2012.

BGP monitoring is necessary to gaining a better understanding of BGP operations in order to better secure the Internet and prevent both accidental and malicious hijacks. BGPMon improved the current state of the art in BGP monitoring by providing real-time access to BGP data in an extensible format. This paper describes the next version of BGPMon, v7. This version expands on the capabilities of BGPMon by including handling for slow clients, providing a separate routing table data stream, and more fully integrating with Routeviews.

Index Terms—BGP, Networking, Monitoring

1. Introduction

The basic operations of the Internet depend on underlying routing infrastructure. This infrastructure comprises a mesh of routers that direct all traffic in the Internet. The routers can be seen as sign posts that direct messages from one point to another in order to reach their final destination. The information to set up the sign posts initiate from the final destination and propagate through the entire Internet. The propagation of the routing information through the Internet is achieved using routing protocols.

The existing Internet uses BGP [2] as its global routing protocol, but research challenges related to BGP are well known. Security remains an open challenge and is the subject of active research [11], routing convergence problems have been identified and various solutions have been proposed [9], [6], and the research community is actively working on understanding the impact of routing policies [8], [7]. Efforts on next generation designs [10] have been motivated by problems experienced in the current system and are often evaluated using data drawn from the operational Internet.

Several events in recent history illustrate the vulnerability of BGP. For example, Pakistan used BGP routes in an attempt to control access to YouTube. Unfortunately, an error in the Pakistani approach ended up hijacking the YouTube service for users throughout the globe. These types of routing errors are fairly common. In a more recent example, a configuration error at an ISP in Australia disrupted connectivity throughout Australia in February of 2012.

Events such as the YouTube hijack and large-scale route leaks are well known primarily because they were unintentional errors that had global impact. Smaller scale events can still have devastating impact on the affected sites, but are hard to diagnose. More fundamentally, these were unintentional errors, not stealthy attacks. If operator errors can hijack large portions of the Internet simply by accident, consider what might be accomplished by a stealthy attacker whose aim is to target specific sites.

To truly understand and properly analyze the global routing system, one needs to collect BGP data from a wide range of sites with different geographical locations and different types ( tiers) of ISPs. Fortunately global routing monitoring projects, such as Oregon RouteViews [5] and RIPE RIS [4], have been providing this essential data to both the operations and research communities. Google Scholar lists hundreds of papers whose results are based on these monitoring resources. Results on route damping, route convergence, routing policies, Internet topologies, routing security, routing protocol design, and so forth have all benefited from this data. Clearly, these monitoring projects are very useful.

However, experience over the years has also shown a number of major limitations in the current BGP data collection process. An ideal monitoring system would scale to a vast number of peer routers and provide BGP data in real-time to an even larger number of clients. For example, one might like to add operational routers from different geographic locations and lower tier ISPs. At the same time, real-time access would enable all interested parties to analyze the data to detect events such as fiber cuts, prefix hijacks, and so forth. The monitoring system should also reflect the fact that BGP is still evolving and the system should be easily extended to handle new BGP extensions, such as the expansion to four byte AS numbers, new security measures, and any number of current or future extensions to the protocol.

BGPMon was developed to overcome the above mentioned challenges with BGP monitoring. V6 was the first publicly available, production level release of BGPMon. BGPMon has been actively deployed and provides Routeviews data and data from direct peers through a single real-time data interface. However, through the development and use of BGPMon v6 it became clear that further improvements are necessary. This paper describes BGPMon v7, which improves upon the previous release.

BGPMon v7 continues to provide the advantages created by v6 ( live-data access, scalability, an extensible data format, and a simplified code base) while also addressing additional challenges ( handling slow clients, providing a separate routing
In addition to providing update logs, monitors also provide snapshots of the resulting BGP routing table, referred to as RIBs (Routing Information Base). The collector maintains an internal RIB table for each peer by applying standard BGP protocol rules as updates are received. A BGP update may add a route to the RIB table, remove a route from the RIB table, or modify an existing route. Whenever an update is received, the RIB table is modified accordingly. Each update received triggers the appropriate RIB table modifications and a write to disk in MRT format.

RIB files provide a snapshot of the routing tables over a very short interval while the updates provide a stream of changes that occur between the rib file snapshots. Together, the RIB and update files provide the ability to rebuild the state of the routes at a particular time and replay subsequent changes to the routing infrastructure for analysis. RouteViews provides update files that are roughly 15 minutes in duration and provides routing table snapshots approximately every 2 hours.

As mentioned previously the v6 [14] release of BGPmon improved BGP monitoring in four primary ways:

1) **Live-data Access** BGPmon provides a live data stream through a well-known port.

2) **Scalability** Each BGPmon collector can peer directly with a large number of peers and chain together to provide a single data access point.

3) **Extensible Data Format** BGPmon provides the data using an easily parsed XML format.

4) **Simplification of Code base** BGPmon implements only the software necessary to establish a peering relationship and receive BGP.

Immediate access to *live-data* is necessary for prefix hijack detection. Access to data that is fifteen minutes old is sufficient for analysis of past events, but real-time monitoring of BGP activity requires update files be available in seconds. For example, current BGP prefix hijack alert systems would like to detect a potential route hijack within a few seconds. BGPmon provides access to the live-data through a single interface. All BGP messages received are applied to internal RIB tables and reformatted into XML to be sent to interested clients.

Access to the live-data required the development of a more *scalable* system. Routeviews has many collectors (13 at this time), each of which have peering sessions established with up to 22 peers. Each collector handles archiving its own data separately and the data must be accessed separately. BGPmon aims to provide a single data access point for all of the data from all of the collectors.

BGPmon collectors may be chained together in order to provide the needed scalability. A BGPmon instance does not process any messages received from a chain, but rather forwards them through its own output port, essentially consolidating the data, without incurring the overhead of RIB table maintenance.

BGPmon v6 provides the BGP data using an XML format. This format allows for easy parsing and it has the benefit of being human-readable. Aside from easy parsing XML was
chosen because of its extensibility. For instance, BGPmon can easily annotate the BGP data with labeling information without affecting downstream clients unnecessarily.

Existing monitors typically collect data using a full implementation of a BGP router. In contrast, BGPmon eliminates the unnecessary functions of route selection and data forwarding to focus solely on the monitoring function, effectively simplifying the code base.

BGPmon v7 represents further improvements to the BGP monitoring infrastructure.

1) Handle slow clients
   2) Separate RIB stream
   3) Integration with Routeviews

Each of these improvements is discussed in further detail, along with implementation details in the following section.

III. BGPMON ARCHITECTURE

The BGPmon architecture is based on the Staged Event-Driven Architecture (SEDA) [13] approach. The SEDA approach enables high levels of concurrency in server applications. The application, in this case BGPmon, is broken down into stages and a queue is utilized between each stage in order to absorb data bursts and enable load-shedding should it become necessary. Each stage of the application is handled in its own thread or set of threads. In addition to the performance advantages the SEDA approach encourages clean modular code design.

Figure 2 shows BGPmon broken down into a series of four stages.

1) Handling the connection and receipt of data from either a peer, an Routeviews collector, or another BGPmon.
2) RIB maintenance and Labeling
3) Building the XML
4) Handling connections and sending data to clients.

Between each of the stages are queues. The queues each hold distinct units of data, usually corresponding to individual BGP messages, but sometimes internal status messages. All of the queues, with the exception of the update and RIB queues, hold data in an internal BGPmon format called BMF (BGPmon Message Format).

Stage 1 comprises three possible entry points for data: direct peers, existing Routeviews collectors, or a BGPmon chain. Data is collected from direct peers by BGPmon emulating a router. BGPmon creates a thread for each peer router. Upon receipt, BGP messages (Open, Update, Notification, Keealve, Route-refresh) are translated into BMF and placed in the peer queue to create a single, consolidated stream of peer events.

The peer thread manages the connection with the router, detecting loss of connection and automatically initiating recovery. In addition, all changes in the BGP finite state machine (FSM) are placed in the peer queue. The peer thread attempts to emulate the connection behavior of routers; it is able to negotiate capabilities and authenticate using MD5.

The Routeviews collectors have been modified to send each BGP message received to BGPmon in MRT format as well as writing the messages to disk. Due to the fact that a Routeviews collector may be directly peering with many routers a much larger volume of data is expected to be handled by these connections. For the same reason, there is the potential for very large bursts of data to come in through these connections. In order to handle the data volume and absorb large bursts the Routeviews connections are handled by a pair of MRT threads.

The first MRT thread is created when a Routeviews collector attempts to connect to a BGPmon instance. This thread is responsible for receiving messages as quickly as possible; it performs no processing, instead simply writes to the in-memory MRT backlog as quickly as possible. The second MRT thread is responsible for reading the data from the backlog, parsing it into BMF and placing it on the MRT queue.

In the case of a burst of data the MRT backlog can be expanded (up to a limit) to absorb the burst. Using this approach it is possible for the live-stream data to be delayed. This is unavoidable, and during such bursts the primary goal is to avoid data loss. There is only a single MRT queue in the system. Multiple Routeviews connection can be maintained and each will write to the same MRT queue.

The third possible entry point for data coming into a BGPmon instance is through a chain. During chaining a BGPmon is configured to connect to another BGPmon instance and forward all of the data received. In the case of chaining, no RIB table is maintained locally. The data bypasses the labeling thread and is inserted directly to the update queue to be forwarded to clients.

A single BGPmon instance can be configured to manage multiple peering connections, Routeviews connections and chains simultaneously.

Stage 2 is the internal RIB table maintenance and labeling thread. Along with applying the incoming BGP messages to the RIB table the labeling thread adds meta data to the message. A label thread processes the events from the peer and MRT queues and maintains a RIB table which contains unprocessed routing information advertised by peers. This thread determines label information based on the state of the RIB tables, and places the event and corresponding label in the label queue. The labels identify announcements, withdrawals, new updates, duplicate updates, same path, and different path to aid filtering and analysis [12]. Since the RIB tables are the major memory constraint for the system, labeling is an optional feature and when turned off, the memory used by BGPmon drastically decreases.

Stage 3 is the XML thread. The XML thread processes events in the label queue, converts them to XML, then places them in the Update or RIB queue. Events from another BGPmon instance can be aggregated into the Update or RIB queue to form BGPmon meshes.

BGPmon can provide a real-time event stream to a large number of clients. XML was chosen as the message format for the event stream because it is extendable, for both clients and servers, and also readable by both applications and humans. Also, XML allows BGPBrokers to route, filter, and aggregate
events using XPath\(^1\) queries.

Stage 4 disseminates the data to interested clients. BGPmon listens for interested clients to connect. Each client connection is managed by its own thread that becomes a reader to the update or RIB queue. Data is not deleted from the queues until every client thread has read it. This ensures that every client receives all of the data. However, it also creates the situation that a single slow reader can cause the queue to become full and necessitate load shedding from the queue. This situation is remedied by the queue management described in the next section.

In addition to the four stages of the architecture there is an additional out-of-band thread, the periodic thread. The periodic thread triggers time-controlled events such as status messages and initiating sending route table summaries.

A. Stream controller

As Figure 2 shows, in BGPmon the event stream flows from peers to clients through three queues. The main difference between our design and SEDA is that all the queues in BGPmon have a fixed length. So the key challenge in the design of BGPmon is to prevent fixed-length queues being overwhelmed while supporting many peers and clients with different writing/reading rates. For example, large spikes in the event stream will overwhelm the queues when the entire routing table is received. This occurs any time that the session is reset. The worst case will happen when BGPmon starts and all peers send their routing tables simultaneously. Route refreshes and other major changes in topology can also cause significant spikes. A similar situation can also occur when a slower client is unable to process events in a timely fashion.

In BGPmon, data is added to the queue by writers and removed only after all readers have accessed the data. The writers, which are typically BGP routers, send data according to BGP protocol standards. The number of messages sent by writers is primarily a function of the number of route changes seen by a peer. At the same time, readers read data from the queue at varying speeds due to bandwidth or processing constraints. BGPmon employs two mechanisms that are designed to handle the varying read and write speeds of the clients and peers.

Pacing writers: The queue paces the writers according to the average reading rate across all readers. When a queue length exceeds a configurable threshold, pacing is enabled until the queue length drops below a second threshold. For example if the queue length is larger than the pacing enable threshold, pacing will be enabled. When the system is in pacing mode it will ensure that no writer can be starved of resources and may limit the speed at which particular writers add to the queue.

For example, suppose there are 4 readers and 2 writers and on average each reader can read 8 messages per second. Ideal pacing should limit the writing rate of each writer to \(8/2 = 4\) in order to avoid overwhelming the queue. Our approach ensures that each writer can add 4 messages per second and limits writers to 4 messages only if the queue size is growing too rapidly.

In BGP terms, this may mean BGP updates are read at a slower rate if the queues are filling too fast. In turn, this will apply back pressure on the TCP connection between the peer and BGPmon. If BGPmon does not read data then the TCP buffers fill and eventually new data cannot be sent which causes the peer router to delay updates. Ultimately, if the delay is too long then the peer may terminate the connection with BGPmon. For example, the peer will close the connection if keepalive messages cannot be exchanged at a sufficient rate. Our objective is not to permanently limit the connection, but rather to survive bursts of data. We do this by using a large

\(^1\)XPath is a standard method for querying XML documents.
queue and by pacing how fast the peers write.

Skipping data for slow readers: In the case of a very slow reader, the queue length may continue to grow despite our attempt to pace writers to the average reader. Ultimately, if writers add data faster than the slowest reader can consume it, any queue must eventually fill up. In this case, the readers are simply too slow and our system detects the slowest reader, sends it a notification that messages are being skipped, and catches that reader up to the position in the queue where the ideal reader is. The ideal reader is on that reads messages at the same rate they are written. The rate is calculated as a moving average of the write speeds.

For example, suppose the queue is almost full and again there are 4 readers and 2 writers. Suppose also that 3 of the 4 readers can read 8 messages per second but one of them can only read 2 message per second. Data is only removed from the queue after all readers have accessed the data so only 2 messages are removed from the queue per second. As a result, the average reading rate across the 4 readers is 6.5 messages per second. In this case, even if pacing is turned on and each writer is limited to write 6.5/2 = 3.25 messages per second, the queue will still be overwhelmed because of the slow reader. When the queue nears capacity, the slowest reader (2 messages per second) is fast forwarded to the position of the ideal reader.

This fast forwarding has two important effects. First, the queue size drops immediately. At least one item in the queue is present only because the slowest reader has yet to read that item. When the slowest reader is fast-forwarded, the oldest queue item is deleted, freeing at least one spot in the queue. Second, other readers remain unaffected by this fast forwarding. The advantage of this over dropping the client is that the overhead of reestablishing the connection is avoided.

IV. BGPMON TOOLS

In addition to BGPmon v7 a set of tools has been simultaneously released. A set of Perl modules has been developed in order to provide requested processing of the BGPmon stream as well as provide an easy starting point to creating custom Perl modules. To this end, several Perl packages have been written and are available as open source downloads on the Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN).

1) BGPmon-core
2) BGPmon-Archive
3) BGPmon-Analytics-DB

A. Core Perl Modules

The core Perl modules provide the basic functionality required to develop BGPmon clients. The Module BGPmon::Fetch is an interface for fetching BGPmon data. There are three current implementations of this interface: Client, File, and Archive. The Client implementation connects to a live BGPmon instance in order to ease processing live-data. The File implementation opens a saved file containing BGPmon data and the Archive implementation can step through archived BGPmon data.

The BGPmon::Fetch interface is used to access all three implementations; this makes it possible to write a single processing script without regard to if the data is live or archived. This distinction is useful, because processing techniques can be used to analyze archived data where known Internet events are known to be located or process live-data in order to detect current events.

In addition to the basic data fetching interface the core package includes modules for translating BGPmon messages, filtering the messages and logging activity. The BGPmon::Translator modules allow messages to be translated from BGPmon XML to a bgpdump-like format, or to an internal perl hash that can be used for further processing.

The BGPmon::Filter modules are responsible for filtering a BGPmon XML stream based on prefix or AS number. This is useful functionality for reducing the size of the stream to be processed. Figure 3 shows an example of how the Perl modules can be used to filter a stream and find the prefixes and corresponding as paths that come from a specific autonomous system.

B. Archiver

The archiver is a script that can take the BGPmon XML messages and organize them into files based on peer IP address. The archiver script rolls the files based at a parameterized interval. This means that each file is given a name that includes a starting time and only messages that are received after that time and within the given interval are written to that file before a new file is created.

The data is archived in the BGPmon XML format as well as in the bgpdump-like format provided through the Translator modules. The bgpdump format is a pipe separated text format. It is provided in order to provide backward compatibility for tools written to make use of Routeviews archives processed by bgpdump.

Fig. 4. BGPmon Analytics DB Schema
use BGPmon::Fetch;
use BGPmon::Filter;
use BGPmon::Translator;

connect_bgpdata();

my $xml_msg = read_xml_message();
while($xml_msg){
    # throw out everything except routes from our desired ASN
    if (ComesFrom($desiredASN)){
        # extract a print the prefix and path
        my $time = get_time($xml_msg);
        my $prefix = get_prefix($xml_msg);
        my $path = get_aspath($xml_msg);
        print "At time $time, there is a route $prefix with path $path\n";
    }
    $xml_msg = read_xml_message();
}

close_connection();

Fig. 3. The Data Access Script for Somewhat Sophisticated User Who Wants to Examine Route Announcement and Changes for A Particular Origin

C. Analytics Database

One of the common uses of BGP data is to track changes over time as they relate to a single specific prefix or net. In order to do this a history related to said prefix must be maintained. The BGPmon analytics database provides a mechanism for saving the history.

The analytics DB package provides a script that can connect to a live BGPmon feed or one created using a standalone filter. The data is received and inserted into the database. The current implementation uses the postgresql database engine. The data can be queried directly using psql or using the included scripts for generating reports.

The database schema (see Fig. 4) has been designed specifically to allow the history of a specific prefix to be viewed. The information on the prefix is associated with the prefix as well as with the peer it was observed from. This enables the comparison of prefix path information from several vantage points.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the latest version of BGPmon, a next generation BGP monitoring system. The main contributions of this version are slow client detection and handling, separation of update and RIB dump data streams, and integration with Routeviews. The integration with Routeviews required the addition of an in-memory backlog for each Routeviews connection in order to deal with the high data rate and natural burstyness of the data.

The BGPmon tools are also presented. These Perl modules can ease the development of direct BGPmon clients and are available for download on CPAN.
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